"Hiawatha"

the beautiful intermezzo, is the piece that we recently purchased and paid $10,000 (the highest price ever paid for a musical composition) for the copyright.

New Instrumental Numbers.

WALTZES:
CECELIA
FRANCEZKA
HEARTS COURAGEOUS

MARCH-TWO-STEPS:
SUE
CORDELIA
'NEATH SOUTHERN SKIES

if this music is not obtainable of your dealer, we will mail it to you upon receipt of 25 cents each.

The WHITNEY-WARNER PUBLISHING COMPANY, Detroit, Michigan.
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"THE SMOKY TOPAZ"

MARCH AND TWO STEP.

GRACE M. BOLEN.

Tempo di Cakewalk.

Copyright, 1901, by Daniels & Russell.

Both Hands.

TRIO.

The Smoky Topaz M.
"LAZARRE"

(WALTZES)

Below we give the introduction and part of the first movement to this beautiful set of waltzes.

Popular Compositions

— by —

L. V. GUSTIN.

WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN FLOWER, Waltzes,

JANICE MEREDITH, Waltzes,

VIOLA, Waltzes,

MISTRESS NELL, Waltzes,

All well written, catchy, and not difficult.

The

Whitney-Warner Publishing Company

Detroit, Michigan
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